
URS     IN SHORT
I did a lot of different jobs, commercial employee, flight attendant, 

educator, computer engineer, mountain-bus driver. In my spare 

time I trained as a personal coach/facilitator in mens work at the 

ManKind Project, where I also walk the path of a spiritual ritual 

leader and teacher. 

I am fluent in speech and written word in 6 languages and I 

travel quite often.                                                                                

I was trusted to personally manage contacts with customers in 

the Italian speaking part of Switzerland learning how to quickly 

evaluate situations and setting priorities. My fine intuition 

helps me to understand the needs of my clients, the 

management as well as those of the company I work for. This 

results in establishing stable relationship of trust with all parties.

Technical competences as well as an innate curiosity are 

helping me grasp the respective issue and ask the right questions. 

Apart from the flexibility and the capacity to adapt my workstyle

to the needs of the actual environment I am also blessed with an 

endless patience and tenacity - People keep telling me about a 

sense of ingenuity that I have. Experience to manage teams 

and international events with up to 100 participants.

 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2023 Mountain bus pilot in the beautiful Lucerne area at Stans-

Altdorf, Sarnen, Engelberg, Seelisberg ecc.

2022/23 Solo tour on motorcycle for 6 months trhough Italy, 

Tunis, Montenegro, Croatia, Slovenia, Austria

2020 – 2022 Mountain bus pilot  in a spectaclular and 

challenging narrow route into the wild Onsernone-Valley in Ticino

the italian speaking part of switzerland

2018     Locarno Film Festival

International Helpdesk responsible for Customers 

and Employees
Troubleshooting a great variety of issues with Notebooks, Tablets,

mobile phones and PC’s in several languages. Installation of work-

plattforms for employees. Setup printers, presentation equipment.

Troubleshoot and creation of improvements for the international 

website and its interactive applications with customers and web-

developpers
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Customer Support Engineer
Repairs, break-fix and installations of server, storage, networking, 

PC and Printers. 

Technical and team-responsibility for complex installation 

projects, of which 5 super-computing clusters for the swiss 

polytechnic institute ETH at their datacenter CSCS (Swiss Center 

for Scientific Calculations). Emergency repairs out of office hours 

and standby.

Educator and social coordinator 
    Assistant work in a center for young people with problems on 

legal and social level, partial responsibility for the whole center

Flight-Attendant Federal certificate
    Flight Attendant, customer service responsible for the safety, 

immigration assistance, food and beverage service in foreign 

languages 

Commercial employee
Customer service, phone consulting and sales for automobile 

service equipment such as tire changing machines ecc. for swiss-

german and french part. Prepare offers, invoicing, preparation and

presentations at automobile fairs.

1986-1987  Swiss Army

Boot-camp and military training, officers school
Anti-Tank unit on PAK e TOW Piranha

Apprenticeship commercial employee
Customer-service, consulting on the phone, sales in swiss-german

and -french part, preparation of offers and invoicing for industrial 

components like tubes, seals and work-protection products.
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TRAINING 
1989  Newnham language center Cambridge UK

Several diploma in English language, medium and high level

3 diploma in french language, in medium and high level

1979 -1982  Secondary school in Winterthur Lindberg  

ADDITIONAL TRAINING EXPERIENCES
- 1986 certificate Swiss commercial employees

- 1987 swiss army, boot-camp and korporal grade

- 1989 Oxford university, oxford higher exam

- 1993 Swissair BIGA Certificate

- 1998 NLP training, Zurich

- 2004-2007 trained to become LKS-Leadman

- 2007 recognition to lead sweat lodge ceremonies in LKS

- 2007-today organise and lead sweatlodge trainings LKS in 
Germany, France, UK, Switzerland, USA

- 2014-2018 LKS Headman, leading international NGO

- 2019 Training-course Shinrin-Yoku, Akademie für Waldbaden 
Oberursel DE

- 2018 Training-course in Holographic Kinetics, spirit healing, 
Brisbane AUS

- 2004 - today    Intense work in the field of personal 
development for men, ManKind Project and LKS

- 2016 - today   “The Distinguished Gentleman’s Ride”, Initiate
and organise charity rides with classic motorcycles in favor of
men’s health, Ticino

LANGUAGES
- German    Swiss-German/German mother tongue

- English    speak, read and even dream in

- Italian               mastering in written and spoken

- French       mastering in written and spoken

- Spanish    very good knowledge, spoken

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
In both, my work at Hewlett-Packard as well as within the volontary 
work I did for the ManKind project I was able to collect a series of 
leadership roles.

While I was responsible for Projects locally for the Installation of 
complex super-computing systems in HP with time constraints and 
changing issues, the leadership training in MKP was quite more 
intense. It involves team leading, time constraints, personal 
development, challenges on emotional, mental and spiritual level     
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I lead and teach sweat-lodge ceremonies in the dark with 30 plus 
participants, I have never seen before, in the heat, dark and after 
the men had gone through a life-changing series of personal 
challenges. I also lead numerous Training workshops and weekends 
in german, english, french and italian. Workshops empowering 
children in nature for refugee children and staff for ANTAR Assoc.

COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE
Installation, repair and troubleshooting of server, storage and 
networking systems. Office suite, various operating systems: 
Windows, Linux, Apple, Vmware, VMS e UNIX update firmware on 
Website-creation, use of various communication software like Zoom,
skype, whatsapp ecc.

PERSONAL INTERESTS
Travel, discovering new countries, cultures and landscapes, 

esthetics in photography, picture compositions, vintage 

motorcycles, painting, singing, climbing, scuba-diving, Latte-Art, 

Alternative energy and lifestyle solutions, organic farming, 

permaculture, forest bathing, survival skills, permaculture, 

remodeling my ancient house, spiritual philosophy of native peoples

like native American and Australian Aboriginal, spirit healing, socio-

cultural issues, science, esoteric knowledge, tantra, empowering 

nature-experiences with children and adults

SPIRITUAL SKILLS
Performing, preparing and teaching ceremonies and rituals, both 

traditional and intuitional shamanic. Spiritual processwork involving 

shamanic tools like drum journeys, emotional coaching and 

interpretation of spiritual revelations in nature. Clear-sensing and 

clear-knowing. I was blessed to receive most of the shamanic 

teachings from my teachers in native-american culture, some of it in

shamanic schools in Switzerland. I apply those skills in workshops I 

lead, private ceremonies like alternative weddings, childbirth or 

funeral services

REFERENCES
Roland Ryf, Mid-Level Manager, HP, roland.ryf@hpe.com. Christian 

Bolliger, Senior HPC Specialist, ETH Zürich 

christian.bolliger@id.ethz.ch Raphael Brunschwig, CEO Locarno 

Festival raphael.brunschwig@locarnofestival.ch Jasmin Schlimm-

Thierjung, Akademie Waldbaden   info@jasmin-schlimm-thierjung.de  , 

Jim Stephens, CEO of MKP-International, Alberta CAN           

Jim.Stephens@shaw.can  ,   George Daranyi, Former CEO of MKP-Int.    

georgedaranyi@mkp.orghaw.can 
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